
Crag name : “ Highside” (Bootleg) 

 

Access : 30 minute hike 

12.1 km from the Kimberley Camp ground heading West . 

Park on the riverside of the road opposite the large boulder and Spring coming out of the bank, 

( fill up the water bottles ) 

Gain the old hydro road above the boulder, via the trail on the left of the boulder. 

 

Walk left (West) along old hydro Rd approx 50m to a cairn and follow trail up. 

Blue flagging , cairns may be hard to see at first . 

The trail leads you to the base of “Killervision” 

Many of these routes on Bootleg have only see two or three ascents so the grades are 

subjective..... 

 

 

"Killervision " 

Scramble to the base of the obvious corner . 

 

1st pitch : 11b. 

Up and over small bulge in the groove , continue up the fun groove /corner thing as it steepens 

the bolts lead you to thin moves out right to gain the belay on the ledge . 

12 bolts to 3 bolt anchor . 

 

2nd pitch : 10b. 

Step left of anchor , keeping the first 7 or 8 bolts to your right as you ascend. 

11 bolts to rap anchors. 

 

FA : Ian Binnie, Chris Ferguson June 2016 

 

30m to the East (right) of “Killervision “ 

 

“Ravages of time” 11d 43 m. 19 bolts. 

The monster classic with amazing moves though the bulge . 

A rap station is to the left at the 10m height for those without a 90m rope ..... 

FA. Ian Binnie 

 

30 m to the east off a small ledge are two stellar lines .. 

 



“Alpha-gal” 11c. 33m 15/17 bolts ? 

From the ledge take the left of the two lines , thin moves at 2/3 height. 

FA : Becky Bates / Ian Binnie 

 

“Questing “. 11c. 33m. 15/17 bolts .? 

This line has some of the best quality stone on Bootleg. 

Techie climbing all the way to the anchors.... 

FA : Ian Binnie 

 

 

 

 

100 to 150m West (left)of “Killervision “ 

 

"Blind Pig". 5.9 mixed, bolts and Gear to 3" 

Two pitches or can be done as one long pitch. 70m.....? 

2 bolt anchors. 

FA : K Blades/M Trudeau 

 

 

 

Now the RANT..... 

Please take a small brush to re-clean the routes on the way down for the next party as this is an 

area and has seen few ascents with pine needles been deposited on the once cleaned holds. 

 

 

Any gear left left at the crag belongs to the route developers that do all the 

hard , expensive work for you to enjoy . please do not take it ! 

Routes that have the fist hanger/ QuickDraw tagged are projects please leave these 

for the route developer to reap the rewards of their hard work and expense. 

 

Any one interested in developing new bolted routes must use 

3/8 x 3" stainless bolts, stainless hangers and rap stations . 

 

Although extensive cleaning is required to make these routes safe and enjoyable , 

chipping or manipulating of the rock for the sake of movement will not be tolerated , please 

don’t steal from future generations.... 

and please no fires. 



 

Enjoy . 


